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DESY 04-034FTUAM 04/06IFT-UAM/CSIC-04-11hep-ph/0405057May 2004Neutralino dark matter in supergravity theories withnon-universal salar and gaugino massesD.G. Cerde~no 1 and C. Mu~noz 21 II. Institut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Universit�at Hamburg,Luruper Chaussee 149, D-22761 Hamburg, Germany.2 Departamento de F��sia Te�oria C-XI and Instituto de F��sia Te�oria C-XVI,Universidad Aut�onoma de Madrid, Cantoblano, 28049 Madrid, Spain.AbstratWe analyse the diret detetion of neutralino dark matter in supergravity se-narios with non-universal soft salar and gaugino masses. In partiular, theneutralino-nuleon ross setion is omputed and ompared with the sensitivityof detetors. We take into aount the most reent experimental and astrophys-ial onstraints on the parameter spae, inluding those oming from hargeand olour breaking minima. Gaugino non-universalities provide a larger exi-bility in the neutralino setor. In partiular, when ombinedwith non-universalsalars, neutralinos lose to the present detetion limits are possible with awide range of masses, from over 400 GeV to almost 10 GeV. We study thedi�erent possibilities whih allow to inrease or derease the neutralino massand explain the properties of those regions in the parameter spae with a largeross setion.



1 IntrodutionWeakly Interating Massive Partiles (WIMPs) are plausible andidates for the darkmatter in the Universe [1℄. They are speially interesting beause they an be presentin the right amount to explain the matter density observed in the analysis of gala-ti rotation urves [2℄, luster of galaxies and large sale ows [3℄, 0:1 <� 
h2 <� 0:3(0:094 <� 
h2 <� 0:129 if we take into aount the reent data obtained by the WMAPsatellite [4℄).The leading andidate for WIMP is the lightest neutralino [1℄, ~�01, a partile pre-dited by the supersymmetri (SUSY) extension of the standard model. These neu-tralinos are usually stable and therefore may be left over from the Big Bang. Thus theywill luster gravitationally with ordinary stars in the galati halos, and in partiularthey will be present in our own galaxy, the Milky Way. As a onsequene there will bea ux of these dark matter partiles on the Earth.Many underground experiments have been arried out around the world in orderto detet this ux, by observing the elasti sattering of the dark matter partiles ontarget nulei through nulear reoils [1℄. In fat, one of the urrent experiments, theDAMA ollaboration, has reported data favouring the existene of a WIMP signal [5℄.Taking into aount unertainties on the halo model, it was laimed that the preferredrange of the WIMP-nuleon ross setion is � � 10�6 � 10�5 pb for a WIMP masssmaller than 500� 900 GeV [5, 6℄. Unlike this spetaular result, other ollaborationssuh as CDMS [7℄ and EDELWEISS [8℄, laim to have exluded important regions ofthe DAMA parameter spae.In any ase, due to these and other projeted experiments [1℄, it seems very plausiblethat the dark matter will be found in the near future. For example, GEDEON [9℄ willbe able to explore positively a WIMP-nuleon ross setion � >� 3�10�8 pb. Similarly,CDMS Soudan (an expansion of the CDMS experiment in the Soudan mine), will beable to test � >� 2 � 10�8 pb. But the most sensitive detetor will be GENIUS [10℄,whih will be able to test a WIMP-nuleon ross setion as low as � � 10�9 pb.Given this situation, and assuming that the dark matter is a neutralino, it is nat-ural to wonder how big the ross setion for its diret detetion an be. Obviously,this analysis is ruial in order to know the possibility of deteting dark matter inthe experiments. In fat, the analysis of the neutralino-proton ross setion has beenarried out by many authors and during many years [1℄. The most reent studies takeinto aount the present experimental and astrophysial onstraints on the parameterspae. Conerning the former, the lower bounds on the Higgs mass and the supersym-metri partiles, the b! s branhing ratio, and the supersymmetri ontribution tothe muon anomalous magneti moment, aSUSY� , have been onsidered. The astrophys-ial bounds on the matter density mentioned above have also been imposed on thetheoretial omputation of the reli neutralino density, assuming thermal prodution.1



In addition, the onstraints that the absene of dangerous harge and olour breakingminima imposes on the parameter spae have also been taken into aount [11℄.In the usual minimal supergravity (mSUGRA) senario, where the soft terms of theminimal supersymmetri standard model (MSSM) are assumed to be universal at theuni�ation sale, MGUT � 2�1016 GeV, and radiative eletroweak symmetry breakingis imposed, the ross setion turns out to be onstrained by �~�01�p <� 3 � 10�8 pb [1℄.Clearly, in this ase, present experiments are not suÆient and more sensitive detetorsproduing further data are needed.The above result an be modi�ed by taking into aount possible departures fromthe mSUGRA senario, and di�erent possibilities have been proposed in the literature.For example, when the GUT ondition is relaxed and an intermediate sale is allowed,the ross setion inreases signi�antly [12℄. However, the experimental bounds impose�~�01�p <� 4 � 10�7 pb. And, in fat, at the end of the day, the preferred astrophysialrange for the reli neutralino density, 0:1 � 
~�01 h2 � 0:3, imposes �~�01�p <� 10�7 pb,i.e., beyond the sensitivity of present experiments [11℄.A more general situation in the ontext of SUGRA than universality, the preseneof non-universal soft salar [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 11, 27℄and gaugino masses [28, 21, 23, 29, 24, 30, 31, 11℄ has also been onsidered. Non-universalities in both the salar and gaugino setors were also studied in [32℄ in theontext of a SUSY GUT inspired MSSM version. In partiular, for some speial hoiesof the non-universality in the salar setor the ross setion an be inreased signif-iantly with respet to the universal senario, and allowed by all experimental andastrophysial onstraints. In fat, not only large regions of the parameter spae areaessible for future experiments, but also in part of them the sensitivity of presentexperiments is reahed, �~�01�p � 10�6 pb (for a reent analysis, see e.g. Ref. [11℄)1. Onthe other hand, non-universality in the gaugino setor also inreases the ross setion.However, the above sensitivity region annot be reahed, and �~�01�p <� 10�7 pb.The aim of this paper is to investigate the general ase, where non-universalitiesare present both in the salar and gaugino setors, and to arry out a detailed analysisof the prospets for the diret detetion of neutralino dark matter in these senarios.In this analysis we will take into aount the present experimental and astrophysialonstraints mentioned above, as well as the onstraints oming from harge and olourbreaking minima. In the light of the reent experimental results, we will be speiallyinterested in studying how big the ross setion an be. Our purpose is to provide ageneral analysis whih an be used in the study of any onrete model.The paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2 we will disuss the situation onern-ing the neutralino-proton ross setion in SUGRA theories. In partiular, we will reviewthe possible departures from mSUGRA, with either non-universal soft salar masses or1This is similar to what ours in the so-alled e�MSSM senario [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39℄, wherethe parameters are de�ned diretly at the eletroweak sale.2



soft gaugino masses, whih give rise to large values of the ross setion. In Setion 3we will study the general ase where both salar and gaugino non-universalities arepresent. We will indiate the onditions under whih a signi�ant enhanement of theresulting ross setion is obtained. Finally, the onlusions are left for Setion 4.2 Departures from the mSUGRA senarioIn this setion we will review possible departures from the mSUGRA senario and theirimpat on the neutralino-proton ross setion. Let us �rst reall that in mSUGRA onehas only four free parameters de�ned at the GUT sale: the soft salar mass m, thesoft gaugino mass M , the soft trilinear oupling A, and the ratio of the Higgs vauumexpetation values, tan � � hH0ui=hH0d i. In addition the sign of the Higgsino massparameter, �, remains also undetermined by the minimization of the Higgs potential,whih implies �2 = m2Hd �m2Hu tan2 �tan2 � � 1 � 12M2Z : (1)Using these parameters the neutralino-proton ross setion has been analysed exhaus-tively in the literature, as mentioned in the Introdution. Taking into aount all kindof experimental and astrophysial onstraints, the result is that the salar ross se-tion is bounded to be �~�01�p <� 3 � 10�8 pb (for a reent analysis, see e.g. Ref. [11℄).Obviously, in mSUGRA, present experiments for the diret detetion of dark matterare not suÆient and more sensitive detetors produing further data are needed.The neutralino-proton ross setion an be inreased in di�erent ways when thestruture of mSUGRA for the soft terms is abandoned. In partiular, it is possibleto enhane the sattering hannels involving exhange of CP-even neutral Higgses byreduing the Higgs masses, and also by inreasing the Higgsino omponents of thelightest neutralino. A brief analysis based on the Higgs mass parameters, m2Hd andm2Hu, at the eletroweak sale an learly show how these e�ets an be ahieved.First, a derease in the values of the Higgs masses an be obtained by inreasingm2Hu (i.e., making it less negative) and/or dereasing m2Hd. More spei�ally, the valueof the mass of the heaviest CP-even Higgs, H, an be very eÆiently lowered underthese irumstanes. This is easily understood by analysing the (tree-level) mass ofthe CP-odd Higgs2, A, m2A = m2Hd +m2Hu + 2�2 ;whih an be rewritten as m2A � m2Hd �m2Hu �M2Z ; (2)2The CP-odd Higgs mass generially reeives very small one-loop orretions, of order 1%. Forthis reason we will only onsider its tree-level value in the disussion.3



taking into aount that, for reasonably large values of tan �, expression (1) an beapproximated as �2 � �m2Hu � 12M2Z : (3)Sine the heaviest CP-even Higgs, H, is almost degenerate in mass with A, loweringm2A we obtain a derease in mH whih produes an inrease in the sattering hannelsthrough Higgs exhange3.Seond, through the inrease in the value of m2Hu an inrease in the Higgsino om-ponents of the lightest neutralino an also be ahieved. Making m2Hu less negative,its positive ontribution to �2 in (3) would be smaller. Eventually j�j will be of theorder of M1, M2 and ~�01 will then be a mixed Higgsino-gaugino state. Thus satteringhannels through Higgs exhange beome more important than in mSUGRA, wherej�j is large and ~�01 is mainly bino. It is worth emphasizing however that the e�et oflowering the Higgs masses is typially more important, sine it an provide large valuesfor the neutralino-nuleon ross setion even in the ase of bino-like neutralinos.2.1 Non-universal salarsNon-universal soft parameters an produe the above mentioned e�ets. Let us �rstonsider non-universalities in the salar masses [13, 14℄. We an parameterise these inthe Higgs setor, at the GUT sale, as follows:m2Hd = m2(1 + Æ1) ; m2Hu = m2(1 + Æ2) : (4)Conerning squarks and sleptons we will assume that the three generations have thesame mass struture:m2QL = m2(1 + Æ3) ; m2uR = m2(1 + Æ4) ;m2eR = m2(1 + Æ5) ; m2dR = m2(1 + Æ6) ;m2LL = m2(1 + Æ7) : (5)Suh a struture avoids potential problems with avour hanging neutral urrents4.Note also that whereas Æi � �1, i = 3; :::; 7, in order to avoid an unbounded frombelow (UFB) diretion breaking harge and olour, Æ1;2 � �1 is possible as long asm21 = m2Hd + �2 > 0 and m22 = m2Hu + �2 > 0 are ful�lled.3Let us remark that this is true for values of m2A above a ertain ritial mass (whih orrespondsto the intense-oupling regime for the Higgses [40℄ and also sets the maximum value of the lightestHiggs mass). For values of m2A below this ritial mass, mH is stabilised lose to its minimal valueand it is now the mass of the lightest Higgs, h, whih dereases with dereasing m2A, thus obtaining afurther inrease in the ross setion. This an our, e.g., in the ase of very light neutralinos, as wewill see in Setion 3.2.1.4Another possibility would be to assume that the �rst two generations have the ommon salarmass m, and that non-universalities are allowed only for the third generation. This would not modifyour analysis sine, as we will see below, only the third generation is relevant in our disussion.4



An inrease inm2Hu at the eletroweak sale an be obviously ahieved by inreasingits value at the GUT sale, i.e., with the hoie Æ2 > 0. In addition, this is also produedwhen m2QL and m2uR at MGUT derease, i.e. taking Æ3;4 < 0, due to their (negative)ontribution proportional to the top Yukawa oupling in the renormalization groupequation (RGE) of m2Hu.Similarly, a derease in the value of m2Hd at the eletroweak sale an be obtainedby dereasing it at the GUT sale with Æ1 < 0. Also, this e�et is produed when m2QLand m2dR at MGUT inrease, due to their (negative) ontribution proportional to thebottom Yukawa oupling in the RGE of m2Hd. Thus one an dedue that m2A will beredued by hoosing also Æ3;6 > 0.In fat non-universality in the Higgs setor gives the most important e�et, andinluding the one in the sfermion setor the ross setion only inreases slightly. Thusin what follows we will take Æi = 0, i = 3; :::; 7.Taking into aount this analysis, several senarios were disussed in Ref. [11℄,obtaining that large values for the ross setion are possible. For example, with Æ1 =0; Æ2 = 1; Æ1 = �1; Æ2 = 0; Æ1 = �1; Æ2 = 1, one obtains regions of the parameterspae aessible for experiments5. Interestingly, it was also realised that these hoieswere helpful in order to prevent the appearane of UFB minima in the Higgs potential.The neutralino mass in these ases has a lower limit whih an be derived fromthe e�et of the experimental onstraints on the ommon gaugino mass, M , and the �parameter. Small values of M are restrited by the onstraints on the Higgs mass andaSUSY� , and by b ! s. The latter beomes very important for large values of tan �.These imply M >� 200 GeV at the GUT sale and thus M1 >� 80 at the eletroweaksale, whih an be interpreted as a lower bound for the mass of a bino-like neutralino.Similarly, the value of the � parameter is restrited by the lower bound on the lightesthargino, thus having j�j >� 100 GeV. Although this would set a lower onstraint onHiggsino-like neutralinos, these give rise to very small reli densities and are thereforefurther restrited. For these reasons, the neutralino mass in SUGRA theories with onlynon-universal salars annot be arbitrarily lowered.2.2 Non-universal gauginosLet us now review the e�et of the non-universality in the gaugino masses. We anparameterise this as follows:M1 =M ; M2 =M(1 + Æ02) ; M3 = M(1 + Æ03) ; (6)whereM1;2;3 are the bino, wino and gluino masses, respetively, and Æ0i = 0 orrespondsto the universal ase.5Note in this sense that varying the soft Higgs masses, m2Hd and m2Hu , orresponds to varying �and mA arbitrarily in the e�MSSM senario. 5



In order to inrease the ross setion it is worth notiing that M3 appears in theRGEs of squark masses. Thus the ontribution of squark masses proportional to thetop Yukawa oupling in the RGE of m2Hu will do this less negative if M3 is small. Asdisussed above, this produes an enhanement in the ross setion.Beause the mass of the lightest Higgs is very dependent on the value of M3, itsderease is very limited. In fat, in order to satisfy the lower limit of M3, M in (6) mayhave to inrease, thus rather than a derease in M3 what one obtains is an e�etiveinrease in M1 and M2, whih leads to a larger (less negative) value of m2Hu and thusa redution in the value of j�j. This in turn implies heavier neutralinos, when thelightest neutralino is mostly gaugino, and an inrease of the Higgsino omposition,whih would be dominant if M1 > j�j at the eletroweak sale. For this reason there isa slight raise in the preditions for �~�01�p6. Finally, dereasing the ratio M3=M1 leadsto a more eÆient neutralino annihilation due to the enhanement in the Higgsinoomponents of ~�01, entailing a redution of 
~�01. An example with Æ02 = 0; Æ3 = �0:5,produing an inrease in the dark matter ross setion with respet to the universalase, an be found in Ref. [11℄, where it was also argued that this hoie of gauginonon-universalities is good to avoid UFB onstraints.On the other hand, inreasing the value of M3 with Æ3 > 0 presents the advantagethat the onstraint on the lightest Higgs mass is more easily ful�lled. Equivalently,this implies that the value of M in (6) an be lowered and thus have an e�etivederease in M1 (and also M2 unless Æ2 > 0 is hosen). This makes it possible to obtainlighter neutralinos with a larger bino omposition, satisfying all the experimental andastrophysial onstraints. However, beause of the above arguments the values of theross setion would slightly derease with respet to the universal ase. Despite thederease in the neutralino mass, the appearane of light neutralinos in this ase isalso restrited by the results on the reli density. In partiular, very light neutralinostypially give rise to a very large 
~�01, whih would be inompatible with presentobservations. A redution in the reli density would only be obtained along the narrowresonanes with the lightest Higgs and the Z at m~�01 = mh=2; MZ=2, respetively, thussetting the lower bound for the neutralino mass in these senarios with only gauginonon-universalities. We will later ome bak to this point in the ontext of a moregeneral SUGRA senario.The main role ofM2 is altering the lightest neutralino omposition. It is well knownthat dereasing the ratio M2=M1, thus inreasing the wino omponent of the lightestneutralino, enhanes the neutralino detetion rates and provides a more e�etive neu-tralino annihilation through hannels mediated by ~�02 and ~�+1 and oannihilations withthese [41, 42, 29℄. However, this is only e�etive when M2=M1 <� 0:5 (whih leads toM2 <�M1 after the running from the GUT sale in the MSSM), and as pointed out inRefs. [41, 29℄, as soon as the wino omponent begins to dominate, the resulting reli6Note that the value of m2Hd also inreases, thus mA alulated from (2) is typially not verya�eted. 6



density beomes too small. Variations in the value of M2 also a�et the preditionsfor aSUSY� . For instane, dereasing M2, the ontribution of the diagrams involvingintermediate hargino-sneutrino states to aSUSY� beomes more important and it mayinrease beyond its upper bound. This sets a more stringent lower bound on the massesof the neutralino. If, on the other hand, M2 is inreased, the derease in aSUSY� will seta stronger upper onstraint on m~�01.Summarising, although gaugino non-universalities also alter the preditions for theneutralino-nuleon ross setion, their inuene for raising it is not as important as theone arising from non-universal salars. In partiular, none of the above hoies for theparameters allows the appearane of neutralinos in the detetion range of present darkmatter experiments.3 General ase: non-universal salars and gauginosIn this Setion we will onsider the general ase where the soft supersymmetry-breakingterms for both salar and gauginos have a non-universal struture. Analysing the e�etof ombining these non-universalities is interesting from the theoretial point of view,sine suh a struture an be reovered in the low-energy limit of some phenomenolog-ially appealing string senarios. For example, D-brane onstrutions in Type I stringpossess this property [43℄ when the gauge group of the Standard Model originates fromdi�erent staks of D-branes.We will be mostly interested in analysing the onditions under whih high values forthe ross setion are obtained. For this reason, we will onentrate on some interestinghoies for salar non-universalities, exempli�ed by the following ases [11℄a) Æ1 = 0; Æ2 = 1;b) Æ1 = �1; Æ2 = 0;) Æ1 = �1; Æ2 = 1; (7)and study the e�et of adding gaugino non-universalities to these.The soft terms are given at a high energy sale whih in our analysis will be taken tobe the GUT sale, where uni�ation of the gauge oupling onstants takes plae. In ouromputation the most reent experimental and astrophysial onstraints will be takeninto aount. In partiular, the lower bounds on the masses of the supersymmetripartiles and on the lightest Higgs have been implemented, as well as the experimentalbounds on the branhing ratio of the b ! s proess and on aSUSY� . The evaluationof the neutralino reli density is arried out with the program mirOMEGAs [44℄, and,due to its relevane, the e�et of the WMAP onstraint on it will be shown expliitly.Finally, dangerous harge and olour breaking minima of the Higgs potential will beavoided by exluding UFB diretions. 7



Conerning aSUSY� , we have taken into aount the reent experimental result for themuon anomalous magneti moment [45℄, as well as the most reent theoretial evalua-tions of the Standard Model ontributions [46℄. It is found that when e+e� data are usedthe experimental exess in (g��2) would onstrain a possible supersymmetri ontribu-tion to be aSUSY� = (27:1 � 10)�10�10. In our analysis we will impose onsisteny withthis value at 2� level and thus use the onstraint7 7:1� 10�10 <� aSUSY� <� 47:1� 10�10.For details on how the rest of the experimental bounds are implemented see [11℄.The parameter spae onsists of a ommon salar mass, m, with the non-universalHiggs masses given by (4) and the three hoies (7), a ommon trilinear parameter, A,and a gaugino setor whih an be spei�ed with the three independent parameters,M , Æ02 and Æ03, in (6). The set of inputs is ompleted with tan � and the sign of the �parameter.Beause the sign of aSUSY� is basially given by �M2, we will onsider sign(M2) =sign(�) in order to ful�l the experimental result8. Similarly, the onstraint on theb! s branhing ratio is muhweaker when sign(M3) = sign(�). Finally, variations inthe sign ofM1 do not indue signi�ant hanges in the allowed regions of the parameterspae (e.g., its e�et on aSUSY� , due to diagrams with neutralino intermediate states,is smaller than the one of M2). However, when sign(M1) = sign(�) the theoretialpreditions for �~�01�p are larger. For these reasons we will restrit our analysis topositive values of M1;2;3 and � > 0. Note in this sense, that due to the symmetry ofthe RGEs, the results for (M1;2;3; �;A) are idential to those for (�M1;2;3;��;�A).Due to the importane of the gluino mass parameter, we will group the possi-ble gaugino non-universalities in two di�erent ases, depending on whether the ratioM3=M1 at the GUT sale dereases or inreases with respet to its value in the universalase, and analyse variations of M2 within eah ase.3.1 Derease in M3=M1Let us �rst study the onsequenes of dereasing the value of M3 with respet to M1as a omplement to the salar non-universalities (7). We will therefore hoose Æ03 < 0in (6). In order to satisfy the onstraint on the lightest Higgs mass, higher values ofM , and therefore of M1 are neessary. In those ases where the lightest neutralinois mostly bino this implies that the neutralino mass is inreased. Thus it is possibleto �nd heavier neutralinos with a relatively high value for their diret detetion rosssetion.7It is worth notiing at this point that when tau data are used a smaller disrepany with theexperimental measurement is found.8Note that if the onstraint on aSUSY� resulting from tau data is taken into aount, a di�erent signfor M2 and � ould in priniple also be used. Nevertheless, in order to reprodue the negative valuesof aSUSY� , whih are very small in modulus, very large values of jM2j are neessary. This possibility istherefore very onstrained. 8



Figure 1: Satter plot of the salar neutralino-proton ross setion �~�01�p as a funtion ofthe neutralino mass m~�01 for Æ02;3 = �0:25 and the three hoies for non-universal salars(7) in a ase with tan � = 35 and A = 0. The light grey dots orrespond to pointsful�lling all the experimental onstraints. The dark grey dots represent points ful�lling inaddition 0:1 � 
~�01 h2 � 0:3 and the blak ones orrespond to those onsistent with theWMAP range. Points exluded by the UFB onstraints are represented with irles. Thesensitivities of present and projeted experiments are also depited with solid and dashedlines, respetively. The large (small) area bounded by dotted lines is allowed by the DAMAexperiment when astrophysial unertainties are (are not) taken into aount.Regarding M2, let us begin by onsidering also a redution in M2=M1, by takingÆ02 < 0 in (6). The gaugino struture at the GUT sale would therefore be M1 > M2 �M3. An example with Æ02;3 = �0:25 is shown in Fig. 1, where the neutralino-nuleonross setion is plotted versus the neutralino mass, m~�01, for tan� = 35, A = 0 and afull san in m and M for the di�erent hoies of non-universal salar parameters (7).All the points represented ful�l the di�erent experimental onstraints, and among themdark gray points are those with a reli density in the range 0:1 � 
~�01 h2 � 0:3 andblak ones orrespond to those reproduing the WMAP result. Those points exludeddue to the presene of UFB minima are shown expliitly with irles.The sensitivities of present and projeted dark matter experiments are also depitedfor omparison. The small area bounded by dotted lines is allowed by the DAMA ex-periment in the simple ase of an isothermal spherial halo model. The larger area alsobounded by dotted lines represents the DAMA region when unertainties to this simplemodel are taken into aount. The (upper) areas bounded by solid lines are exludedby CDMS and EDELWEISS. Finally, the dashed lines represent the sensitivities of theprojeted GEDEON, SOUDAN, and GENIUS experiments9.9It is neessary to emphasize at this point that the analysis inluding unertainties on the isothermalspherial halo model has only been performed for DAMA, but not for the other detetors. This is aompliated issue (see e.g. [47℄), and therefore a proper omparison (and determination of the real9



Figure 2: Salar neutralino-proton ross setion �~�01�p in the parameter spae (m;Mi) forÆ02;3 = �0:25 and the three hoies for non-universal salars (7) in a ase with tan� = 35and A = 0. The dotted urves are ontours of �~�01�p. The region to the left of the dashedline is exluded by the lower bound on the Higgs mass. The region to the left of the doubledashed line is exluded by the lower bound on the hargino mass m~��1 > 103:5 GeV. Theorner in the lower left shown also by a double dashed line is exluded by the LEP bound onthe stau mass m~�1 > 87 GeV, and the white region at the bottom bounded by a solid line isexluded beausem2~�1 beomes negative. The region bounded by dot-dashed lines is allowedby g� � 2. The region to the left of the double dot-dashed line is exluded by b ! s.From bottom to top, the solid lines are the upper bounds of the areas suh as m~�1 < m~�01(double solid), 
~�01h2 < 0:1 and 
~�01h2 < 0:3. The light shaded area is favoured by allthe phenomenologial onstraints, while the dark one ful�ls in addition 0:1 � 
~�01h2 � 0:3.The blak region on top of this indiates the WMAP range, 0:094 � 
~�01h2 � 0:129. Theruled region is exluded beause of the harge and olour breaking onstraint UFB-3. Thevalue of M3 is represented in the lower x-axis, whereas M1 is represented in the upperx-axis.
10



The results for the neutralino-nuleon ross setion are similar to those with onlysalar non-universalities (ompare them with Figs. 13, 15, 17 of [11℄). In partiular,regions of the parameter spae ful�lling all the onstraints and with a ross setion loseto the detetion range appear for moderate values of tan �, entering the DAMA regionfor tan � >� 30. However, these regions are shifted towards larger M1 and thus heavierneutralinos are obtained. For instane, in ase ) it is possible to have neutralinosompatible with DAMA with masses as large as 300 GeV.In ase b) a disonneted region appears with large values for the detetion rosssetion, �~�01�p >� 2 � 10�6 pb. Suh preditions are due to the ourrene of very lightHiggses, 91 GeV< mh <� 105 GeV, with sin2(���) < 0:2, where � is the mixing anglein the Higgs mass matrix. Higgses with these properties would have esaped detetion,due to the redution of the ZZh oupling, and are thus in agreement with the experi-mental bound derived from LEP2 [48℄. The points that would interpolate between thisregion and the bulk area present heavier Higgses, 105 GeV <� mh < 114:1 GeV, but alsolarger values of sin2(���), and are therefore exluded by the experimental onstraint.In the bulk region sin2(� � �) � 1 and mh > 114:1 GeV, thus being experimentallyallowed10. In the remainder of the paper we will enounter similar situations, when thehoie b) in (7) for salar non-universalities is taken.The orresponding (m;Mi) parameter spae is represented in Fig. 2 for eah ase,displaying the e�et of the di�erent onstraints and evidening the inrease in M1.Beause the allowed range in M2;3 (represented in the lower x-axis) is pratially thesame as with just non-universal salars, the values of M1 are larger. In this partiularase, M1 >� 350 GeV is required. Note that due to the redution in the value of m2Huahieved both through the gaugino and salar non-universalities the regions in theparameter spae exluded due to UFB minima are smaller than in the universal aseand are not relevant for most of the points reproduing the WMAP result. Obviously,this is more patent in ases a) and ) due to the hoie Æ2 > 0 in (7), whereas in aseb) the oannihilation region with the lightest stau would still be exluded. A smalldisonneted area in ase b) is allowed by the experimental onstraint on the Higgsmass. It an be found lose to the region where m2A beomes negative, and orrespondsto those points in Fig. 1b with larger ross setion whih were disussed above. Notealso that in this area the CP-odd Higgs is also very light, mA <� 100 GeV.As ommented above, a onsequene of the derease in M3=M1 and M2=M1 is theredution in the value of the reli density. This may be problemati, sine the hoiesof non-universal salars (7) already lead to a similar derease, speially those wherethe Higgsino omponents of ~�01 inrease. This is the ase of example a), for thosepoints lose to the upper-left orner (whih are exluded beause �2 < 0). Also forthis hoie of tan � in example a) the value of mA is very lose to 2m~�01 in most of theextent of the allowed region) is urrently unavailable.10In our omputation the value of sin2(�� �) is alulated for all points of the parameter spae inorder to apply the appropriate bound on the mass of the lightest Higgs.11



parameter spae, thus boosting the annihilation through the resonant s-hannel andimplying that most of the points allowed by experimental onstraints have a too lowreli density. Only a few points with a mostly bino omposition and a high neutralinomass, m~�01 >� 450 GeV are left in this ase with �~�01�p <� 10�9 pb. In examples b)and ), regions whih survive one the WMAP onstraint is applied are found forlighter neutralinos. Due to the more e�etive redution of mA the resonant neutralinoannihilation takes plae for smaller values of tan � in these ases.Inreasing the value of tan � leads to the well known enhanement of �~�01�p. Anexample with tan � = 50 is represented in Fig. 3, where points lose to the sensitivitiesof present experiments and ompatible with all the onstraints appear for all threeases a), b) and ). Due to the redution in mA in ase a) all the points are alreadybeyond the resonane, some having the orret reli density, and the regions leading topure Higgsino-like neutralinos are now exluded due to the ourrene of a tahyoniCP-odd Higgs. In all the examples the points with a higher �~�01�p orrespond to thosehaving mA lose to its experimental lower limit. The e�et of the di�erent onstraintson the (m;Mi) parameter spae are expliitly shown in Fig. 4, where we an see howdue the further redution in the value of mA the allowed regions orrespond to narrowerranges of m and Mi. Also, the UFB onstraints are less restritive and now they donot exlude the oannihilation tail in ase b).Conerning variations inM2, as we have already mentioned, if it is further dereasedbelow a ritial value (Æ02 <� �0:5) we eventually end up with a lightest neutralino whihis mainly wino. Although suh a hange in the neutralino omposition highly enhanesthe ross setion, the reli density dereases and the WMAP onstraint is no longerful�lled.If the value of M2 is inreased with respet to M1 (thus having M2 > M1 > M3 atthe GUT sale) a redution of aSUSY� is obtained, whih sets a stronger upper onstraintfor both M and m. To illustrate this, we have represented in Fig. 5 an example withÆ02 = 0:25 and Æ03 = �0:25. Although the hange in the theoretial preditions for theneutralino-nuleon ross setion is very subtle, the e�et of the stronger g�2 onstraintan have important onsequenes. This redution in the parameter spae an be seenin Fig. 6, where the parameter spae (m;Mi) is represented. In partiular, in order tosatisfy the lower limit on aSUSY� we need to have M1 <� 900 GeV. Beause of this, theregions with the orret reli density are muh smaller, as in ase ), and an even beexluded. Note also that sine the value of m2Hu is further inreased no regions in theparameter spae are exluded due to the ourrene of UFB minima in these examples.Sine one more the resonant annihilation of neutralinos is very eÆient in example a),the reli density is too low in those points of the parameter spae whih ful�l all theexperimental onstraints (
~�01 h2 . 0:045).Further dereasing Æ03 leads to larger values of M1 and thus heavier neutralinos anbe obtained. At the same time the � term slightly dereases and eventually it an beof the same order or even smaller than M1 and thus Higgsino-like neutralinos appear,12



Figure 3: The same as in Fig. 1 but for tan� = 50.
Figure 4: The same as in Fig. 2 but for tan� = 50.13



Figure 5: The same as in Fig. 1 but for Æ02 = 0:25 and Æ03 = �0:25
Figure 6: The same as in Fig. 2 but for Æ02 = 0:25 and Æ03 = �0:2514



whih might have a large value for the ross setion. However this possibility is verylimited. On the one hand, M2 annot be dereased beyond M1=2 in order not to runinto the problems of a wino neutralino. On the other hand, if M2 � M3 the loweronstraint on aSUSY� (whih sets an upper bound for M) and the onstraints on theHiggs mass and b ! s (whih set a lower bound for M) may not be simultaneouslyful�lled. Furthermore, the reli density of Higgsino-like neutralinos is typially verylow11 [49℄, and onsisteny with the WMAP result is not always obtained. Obviously,Higgsino dark matter will be more easily obtained for those hoies of non-universalsalars (7) with Æ2 > 0 (examples a) and )), sine they lead to a very e�etive dereasein the � parameter. It is in these ases where the problems assoiated to Higgsino-likeneutralinos are more patent12.The predited �~�01�p for an example where Æ02 = 0 and Æ03 = �0:5 and the threehoies for non-universal Higgses (7) have been taken is illustrated in Fig. 7, with theorresponding (m;Mi) parameter spae in Fig. 8. As a onsequene of the derease inM3 the onstraints on the Higgs mass and b ! s are only ful�lled for large valuesof M1;2, whih are almost omparable to the onstraint due to the lower bound onaSUSY� and the parameter spae is very redued. Due to the further derease in �,those regions exluded for having �2 < 0 are now slightly larger, as is the ase ofexample a). Note in this sense the upper region in ase ) whih is now also exludedfor this reason (�2 now beomes negative before m2A). The Higgsino omposition ofthe lightest neutralino is very important in both a) and ), with 0:3 <� N213 +N214 <� 1,leading to light neutralinos (m~�01 >� 100 GeV) but with very low values for the relidensity, 
~�01 h2 <� 0:06 and 
~�01 h2 <� 0:07, respetively. On the ontrary in ase b) theneutralinos still ontinue being mostly binos (N213 + N214 <� 0:13) and points ful�llingWMAP with m~�01 >� 200 GeV and a high ross setion are found. Note that in theseexamples the UFB onstraints are also satis�ed in the whole parameter spae due tothe less negative values of m2Hu.Let us �nally remark that all of the above results were obtained for A = 0. Depar-tures from this value an alter the results for the neutralino-nuleon ross setion andthe reli density. In partiular, for positive values of the trilinear term, the negativeontributions in the RGE of the Higgs parameters due to A2 terms are less importantand thus both m2Hd and m2Hu inrease. This entails a slight inrease in �~�01�p and aderease in 
~�01, as well as a redution in the region restrited by the UFB onstraints,with opposite e�ets for negative values of A. In some ases, as for instane, in examplea) in Figs. 1 and 5 the shift in mA due to variations in the trilinear parameter is enough11A similar senario, with just non-universal gauginos resulting from the n = 200 representation ofSU (5) and leading to Higgsino dark matter was studied in Ref. [31℄, where it was shown that theirlow reli density is below the astrophysial onstraint.12Choosing Æ2 < 0 (thus having more negative values for m2Hu) leads to an inrease of the �parameter and an help restoring the gaugino harater of the lightest neutralino. Heavier bino-likeneutralinos satisfying the astrophysial onstraint on the reli density an therefore be obtained, butthe neutralino-nuleon ross setion has a signi�ant derease, due to both the inrease in � and inmA. Also the lightest neutralino is not the LSP in larger regions in the parameter spae.15



Figure 7: The same as in Fig. 1 but for Æ02 = 0 and Æ03 = �0:5
Figure 8: The same as in Fig. 2 but for Æ02 = 0 and Æ03 = �0:516



to avoid the resonant neutralino annihilation and regain the orret 
~�01 in parts of theparameter spae.3.2 Inrease in M3=M1Let us now analyse the other possibility, namely inreasing the value ofM3 with respetto M1, whih an be done with Æ03 > 0 in (6). In this ase, the onstraint on the Higgsmass and on b! s will be satis�ed for smaller values ofM , and therefore the e�etivevalue of M1 an be smaller than in the universal ase. Thus lighter neutralinos an beobtained.Regarding the value of M2, let us begin by onsidering also an inrease in M2=M1and disuss departures from this hoie later. The struture of soft masses at the GUTsale would therefore be M3 � M2 > M1. The theoretial preditions for �~�01�p arerepresented in Fig. 9 for an example with Æ02;3 = 1, tan � = 35 and A = 0 and thethree hoies of Higgs non-universalities of (7). As we an see, this hoie of gauginoparameters favours the appearane of light neutralinos whih obviously have a largebino omponent. The predited ross setion is only slightly smaller than in the aseswith just non-universal salars, so these neutralinos an still be lose to the sensitivitiesof dark matter experiments. In partiular, neutralinos with �~�01�p >� 10�7 pb an beobtained with m~�01 � 60 GeV for the three ases a), b) and ).This e�etive redution of the value of M1 is learly manifest in the plots repre-senting the orresponding (m;Mi) parameter spae in Fig. 10. Beause of the inreaseof M3 the regions exluded due to the onstrains on b! s and the Higgs mass nowour for M1 <� 180 GeV. Conerning the UFB onstraints, they are more restritivethan in the examples of the previous setion, due to the derease in m2Hu, and exludelarger regions in the parameter spae. In partiular, those regions having the orretreli density due to oannihilations with the NLSP are ruled out for this reason. How-ever, points where the redution in the reli density is due to a derease in mA are stillallowed, giving rise to narrow allowed regions.Inreasing the value of tan � larger ross setions an be obtained and the UFBbounds beome less stringent as a onsequene of the inrease in m2Hu. For instane,if tan � = 50 is taken in the former example, points satisfying all the onstraints andentering the DAMA region an be obtained. The preditions for �~�01�p in this aseare shown in Fig. 11 and the orresponding (m;Mi) parameter spae is representedin Fig. 12. In ases a) and ), where the inrease in m2Hu is more e�etive, the UFBonstraints are weaker and for instane in ase a) they do not exlude ompletely theoannihilation tail with the lightest stau.Let us now omment on the possibility of dereasing M2=M1. One more, in ordernot to have the problems assoiated to a neutralino with a large wino omposition wewill restrit this derease toM2=M1 > 0:5 (Æ02 > �0:5). The struture of gaugino masses17



Figure 9: The same as in Fig. 1 but for Æ02;3 = 1
Figure 10: The same as in Fig. 2 but for Æ02;3 = 118



Figure 11: The same as in Fig. 9 but for tan � = 50
Figure 12: The same as in Fig. 10 but for tan� = 5019



at the GUT sale in this ase would therefore be M3 > M1 >�M2. The theoretialpreditions for �~�01�p for an example with Æ02 = �0:25 and Æ03 = 1 are representedin Fig. 13, showing again very subtle variations with respet to the Æ02 = Æ03 ase.The orresponding (m;Mi) parameter spae, with the experimental and astrophysialbounds, is shown in Fig. 14. There we an see the shift of the regions exluded byaSUSY� towards higher values of M , as well as the e�et that the lightest bound on thehargino mass has in restriting the parameter spae. The hargino bound an beomemore important than the onstraints due the lightest Higgs mass and the b! s. Forinstane, in ases a) and b) it restrits the allowed area to M1 >� 175 GeV for thishoie of tan �, thus setting a stringent limit on the appearane of light neutralinos13.The value of M1 an be further dereased if larger values of Æ3 are used, thusleading to even lighter neutralinos. In order to illustrate this possibility an examplewith Æ02;3 = 3 is represented in Fig. 15. Very light neutralinos an appear within theDAMA sensitivity range. Usually in these ases the typial values for the reli densityare too large and are therefore not onsistent with the WMAP result. As usual avery e�etive derease an be ahieved when the h and Z-poles are rossed at m~�01 =mh=2 and MZ=2, respetively, giving rise to a very e�etive neutralino annihilationthrough the orresponding s-hannels. This is evidened by the narrow himneys in theosmologially preferred regions. However, there is now a new interesting possibility.Beause of the very eÆient derease in the CP-odd Higgs mass, annihilation of verylight neutralinos an be boosted and thus the orret reli density obtained. Thishappens in our example for ase ), allowing the existene of neutralinos with m~�01 � 30GeV whih are ompatible with the DAMA region.As we have already ommented in Setions 2.1 and 2.2, suh light neutralinos annotbe obtained in SUGRA theories with non-universalities in just the salar or gauginosetor. Let us therefore study this possibility in more detail within the framework ofthese more general SUGRA theories.3.2.1 Very light neutralinosThe exibility due to non-universal gauginos was reently exploited in [52, 53, 54℄ inorder to alulate a lower bound for the lightest neutralino in the e�MSSM, where theparameters are de�ned diretly at the eletroweak sale (for previous works see [55℄).The reli density of very light neutralinos (m~�01 < MZ=2) is a dereasing funtion of m~�01and therefore a lower bound on m~�01 an be extrated from the upper bound on 
~�01.It was shown [53, 54℄ that although the reli density of suh light neutralinos usually13Note that we are using here m~��1 > 103:5 GeV as the lower bound on the hargino mass [50℄, whihis in fat only valid in the ase of gaugino uni�ation. This bound an be relaxed to m~��1 >� 90 GeVin non-universal senarios (see e.g. the disussion in [51℄). In suh a ase we would obtain a slightlylarger allowed area in the parameter spae, sine now M1 >� 155 GeV, and therefore slightly lighterneutralinos. The inrease in the preditions for �~�01�p in the area allowed by WMAP is, however,insigni�ant. 20



Figure 13: The same as in Fig. 1 but for Æ02 = �0:25 and Æ03 = 1
Figure 14: The same as in Fig. 2 but for Æ02 = �0:25 and Æ03 = 121



Figure 15: The same as in Fig. 1 but for Æ02;3 = 3.
Figure 16: The same as in Fig. 2 but for Æ02;3 = 3.22



exeeds the upper bound, a signi�ant redution an be obtained when the mass ofthe CP-odd Higgs is small (mA <� 200 GeV) and for large values of tan�. Under theseonditions a lower limit m~�01 >� 6 GeV was extrated [53℄, whih was also found to beonsistent with the experimental onstraints [54℄.One of the requirements for the appearane of suh very low neutralinos is to haveM1 � �;M2 at low energy (thus having almost pure binos). This an be ahievedwith adequate hoies of gaugino non-universalities, in partiular with Æ02;3� 1. How-ever, as mentioned above, without a very e�etive redution of mA, the reli densitywould be too large, and therefore inonsistent with observations. Here the presene ofnon-universal salars is ruial. In partiular, non-universalities as the ones we havedesribed in the Higgs setor in (7) provide a very e�etive way of lowering mA andare thus optimal for this purpose.More spei�ally, it is in ase b) and espeially ) where the redution inmA is moree�etive (not being so onstrained by regions with �2 < 0) and for this reason verylight neutralinos an easily appear. We have already seen in a former example howthis happened for ase ) with tan � = 35 and Æ02;3 = 3 (see Fig. 15). On the ontrary,in ase a) higher values of tan � are required in order to further redue the value ofmA. We have heked expliitly that tan� >� 33 is suÆient to obtain m~�01 < MZ=2in ases b) and ), whereas tan� >� 45 is neessary in ase a). In all the three asesÆ02;3 >� 3 leads to these results.Obviously, lighter neutralinos an be obtained if Æ02;3 are inreased. Let us there-fore omplete our disussion by analysing the ase Æ02;3 = 10 for the three hoies ofsalar non-universalities (7). The resulting neutralino-nuleon ross setion versus theneutralino mass is represented in Fig. 17 for tan � = 50 and A = 0, together with thesensitivities of dark matter detetors. We observe the appearane of very light neutrali-nos, whose ross setion an be in range of detetability of near-future experiments.In partiular, points with �~�01�p >� 3 � 10�6 pb are obtained with m~�01 � 15 GeV, inagreement with the bound derived in the e�MSSM [53℄. One more the resonaneswith the lightest Higgs and the Z give rise to the harateristi narrow himneys atthe orresponding values of the neutralino mass.The e�et of the di�erent onstraints on the orresponding (m;Mi) parameter spaeis represented in Fig. 18. Note that the regions giving rise to very light neutralinos witha onsistent reli density are extremely narrow. In these points the mass of the CP-oddHiggs an be very lose to its experimental limit,mA <� 100 GeV. In fat, in these aseswe are near the \intense oupling regime" for the Higgs setor, where the masses ofthe Higgses are almost degenerate, and even beyond it, thus having mH > mh � mAwith sin� � �1. Regarding the experimental bound on the lightest Higgs in thislast ase, note that, sine tan � � 1, this implies sin2(� � �) � 1 and therefore theonstraint on the lightest Higgs an be relaxed to mh >� 91 GeV [48℄. Finally, sine theneutralino mass is so small, the region exluded due to the neutralino not being the LSPis negligible. However, now the lower bound on the stau mass plays an important role.23



In fat, an important region of the parameter spae is exluded for having m2~�1 < 0.In those examples with Æ2 > 0 a redution in the � parameter is more easilyahieved, thus obtaining typially the strutureM1 � � < M2 at low energy. However,when Æ1 < 0 is taken (ases b) and )), the more e�etive derease in mA an forbidsome of the points with very low �, thus obtaining instead M1 � M2 <� �. This haslear impliations on the neutralino-hargino masses and ompositions. For example, inthe �rst ase, the lightest hargino and the seond lightest neutralino would be mainlyHiggsinos, whereas in the seond ase they would have a larger wino omposition. Alsoin ase ), where both Æ2 > 0 and Æ1 < 0 are taken, the resulting allowed values for theommon salar mass are smaller and therefore the slepton-squark spetrum is typiallylighter.Note that in these senarios the existene of a very light neutralino ould induethe invisible deay of the lightest Higgs, h! ~�01~�01, thus making Higgs detetion moreompelling. This was studied in Ref. [56℄, where some impliations for dark matterwere also investigated. The branhing ratio of the former deay is larger for smallvalues of the � parameter. In this respet it is interesting to point out that in asea) � an be very eÆiently dereased and thus lead to a large redution of the visibleHiggs deay rates.Departures from the ase Æ02 = Æ03 will a�et the size of the allowed regions in theparameter spae due to the e�et of the experimental onstraints. One more, if Æ02 � Æ03the experimental bound on the hargino might not be satis�ed for small values of M ,thus exluding those regions with the lightest neutralinos. Also if Æ02 � Æ03 the lowerlimit on aSUSY� and the b! s onstraint may exlude the whole parameter spae.Let us �nally remark that if non-universalities in the Higgs setor were hosen withthe opposite sign for the Æ parameters with respet to those in (7), i.e., Æ1 > 0 andÆ2 < 0, then the value of mA would inrease with respet to its value with universalsalars. As a onsequene, no redution in the reli density of these light neutralinoswould be obtained and 
~�01 would exeed its upper limit.4 ConlusionsIn this paper we have analysed the theoretial preditions for neutralino dark matterdiret detetion in the ontext of a SUGRA theory where both the salar and gauginosoft supersymmetry-breaking terms have a non-universal struture. More spei�ally,we have omputed the preditions for the salar neutralino-nuleon ross setion andompared it with the sensitivity of dark matter detetors. Reent experimental andastrophysial onstraints have been taken into aount in the alulation, as well asthose derived from the absene of harge and olour breaking minima.24



Figure 17: The same as in Fig. 1 but for Æ02;3 = 10 and tan � = 50.
Figure 18: The same as in Fig. 2 but for Æ02;3 = 10 and tan � = 50.25



Gaugino non-universalities are omplementary to those in the salar masses, allow-ing more exibility in the neutralino setor. This is due to the freedom to play with thevalue of M1, whih is not subjet to suh strit onstraints as M2 (whih is onstrainedby aSUSY� and the experimental bound on the hargino mass) and M3 (whose value islimited by the lower bound on the Higgs mass and the value of b ! s). In partiu-lar, neutralinos in the detetion range an be obtained with a wide range of masses.We have illustrated this possibility by applying gaugino non-universalities on exampleswith non-universal salars whih lead to large preditions for the neutralino-nuleonross setion.On the one hand, if the value of M1 is inreased with respet to M3 heavier neu-tralinos are found with a slight inrease in their detetion ross setion, due to theenhanement of their Higgsino omponents. In this sense, neutralinos with a mass asheavy as about 400 GeV an be obtained with a large ross setion (�~�01�p >� 10�6 pb),for moderate and large values of tan �. The inrease in M1 is limited by the fat thata purely wino or Higgsino leads to a very important derease in the reli density andis therefore inonsistent with the astrophysial bounds.On the other hand, dereasing M1 with respet to M3 light neutralinos, with amore important bino omposition, an be obtained. Although, due to the inrease inthe � parameter, their ross setion is typially smaller, ompatibility with the DAMAregion an still be obtained. For instane, �~�01�p >� 10�6 pb is possible with m~�01 � 100GeV.Finally, very light neutralinos (m~�01 <�MZ=2) an appear for M1 � M2;3 with adetetion ross setion near the sensitivity of present dark matter detetors and om-patible with the DAMA region. In order to obtain suh light neutralinos the preseneof non-universal salars whih lead to a very light CP-odd Higgs is ruial, ombinedwith a moderate or large hierarhy in the gaugino setor. For example, neutralinos aslight as 30 GeV and 15 GeV an be obtained with M1 = 4M2;3 and M1 = 11M2;3, re-spetively. This is therefore a possibility that is neither present with just non-universalsalars, where the lower bound on the neutralino mass is due to the lower bound on theommon gaugino mass, M , nor with just non-universal gauginos, where the redutionin mA annot be ahieved.This general analysis an be very useful in the study of more spei� ases, suhas the supergravity theories resulting at the low energy limit of string onstrutions.In partiular, D-brane senarios in Type I string theory give rise to theories wherenon-universalities appear both in the salar and gaugino setors.AknowledgementsWe would like to thank M. E. G�omez for useful disussions and omments. Thework of D.G. Cerde~no was supported in part by the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft,26
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